
 

 

 

 

 

Have toys changed? 

Talk to someone at home about the toys 

they played with when they were younger. 

What were they called? What did it look 

like? How do you play it? Try to draw a 

picture or find a picture to cut out.   

Get making! 

We know you are great at junk 

modelling, so use your best junk 

modelling skills to make a model of 

one of your favourite toys. Use your 

imagination and creativity  

Shape Hunt 

How many different 3D shapes can 

you find at home or in the 

environment? Make a list, take some 

photos or draw what you saw. Write 

the name of the 3D shape too.  

Fabulous Fruit 

Make a list of as many different 

fruits as you can think of. Can you 

show which ones you like and which 

ones you don’t like? What is your 

favourite fruit?  

What is inspiration? 

Think about what you think 

‘inspiration’ means. You might want 

to tell a grown up or a friend. Write 

down your idea in a sentence using a 

capital letter, full stop and finger 

spaces.    

Pattern magic 

Design a new outfit for Spencer 

Bear or Attendance Ted – a t-shirt, 

shorts, trousers, etc. Think about 

the colours and pattern it might 

have. Can you include a repeating 

pattern? 

 

Amazing Art 

Choose a fruit that you have at home. Cut it 

open and look closely at the shapes, colours 

and patterns inside. Try to sketch the fruit 

by looking closely at the detail. Add colour 

or shading for extra detail   

Be inspired! 

Talk to an adult about someone or 

something that has inspired them. 

Write, draw or stick in a picture to 

show their ideas.    

Terrific times tables 

Design a brightly coloured poster to 

help us remember the 2x table. 

Handa’s surprise 

Draw a picture from our class story ‘Handa’s 

Surprise’. Write a sentence or paragraph 

about what happens in the story.   

Build a toybox 

Use your fantastic collage and 

making skills to make a model of a 

toy box.  

Terrific times tables 

Design a brightly coloured poster to 

help us remember the 10x table 

Year One: Spring Term 2 2020 
Choose your homework from the challenge box below: 

The Challenge-ometer suggests the difficulty or challenge the homework may offer. 

Please complete one piece of homework each week and hand it in by Monday  

so it can be marked and returned on Wednesday. 

 This term our school value is INSPIRATION and our topic is HAVE TOYS CHANGED? 


